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COMPUTING 
TRENDS WITH 
SERVERLESS

1st Gen Serverless platforms place 
autoscaling at odds with dominant 
trends in modern computing:

¡ Data-centric

¡ Distributed Computing

¡ Open source

¡ Custom hardware

These gaps limit current serverless 
offerings !!



IN PRACTICE

New computing platforms have fostered 
innovation in PLs and there's now new 

PLs for the Cloud

Cloud today is used as an outsourcing 
platform for standard enterprise data 

services.

Multitenancy & Administrative simplicity 
is desirable given the millions of cores 

and exabytes of storage



DEVELOPERS NEED 
NOT WORRY ABOUT 
PROVISIONING

There has been an increasing 

interest from the research 

community:



"SERVERLESS" GOES 
FAAS

"A FaaS offering by itself is of little value, since each function

execution is isolated and ephemeral. Building applications on FaaS

requires data management in both persistent and temporary storage,

in addition to mechanisms to trigger and scale function execution.

As a result, cloud providers are quick to emphasize that serverless

is not only FaaS. It is FaaS supported by a “standard library”: the

various multitenanted, autoscaling services provided by the vendor."



FORWARD, BUT ALSO BACKWARD

¡ Faas offerings are autoscaling

• Faas offerings ignore efficient data processing

• Faas offerings stymie the development of 
distributed systems



IS SERVERLESS 
MORE ? (USE 
CASES)

Embarrassingly parallel functions: 
Independent tasks that don't need 
communication with other functions

Orchestration functions: Orchestrate 
calls to proprietary autoscaling services 
i.e. Analytics at scale

Function Composition: Collection of 
functions that pass along outputs as 
inputs. (Event-driven)



WHY SERVERLESS TODAY IS TOO LESS

Limited Lifetimes: 15 min 
timeouts & No recoverable 

state across invocations

I/o Bottlenecks: Connect to 
shared storage across a 

network interface

Communication through slow 
storage: Lambdas are not 

directly network-accessible

No specialized hardware: No 
mechanism/API to access 

specialized hardware



LIMITATIONS IN SCOPE 
OF SERVERLESS APPS



FAAS IS A DATA-
SHIPPING 
ARCHITECTURE

Functions run on VMs separate from data

Functions are short lived

Functions are non-addressable

Internal state caching is limited



FAAS STYMIES 
DISTRIBUTED 
COMPUTING

Functions pass data through slow 
expensive storage

DS protocols 
depend on:

Fine-grained communication

Leader election

Membership

Data consistency

Transaction commit



MORE 
LIMITATIONS...

Hardware-accelerated software 
innovation: Big Data setups lack GPU 
specs for DL.

Open Source innovation: OSS 
deployment need human operation



MORE CASE 
STUDIES!!

¡ Experiments were set up to prove the problems of serverless computing

¡ Experiment Settings: Big Data & Distributed Computing

¡ Experiment: Machine Learning Model



SILVER LINING Operational flexibility over developer 
control

Enable easy to write and debug code

Think deeply about why & when to 
use coordination protocols



EARLY OBJECTIONS

Paper addresses limitations of Public FaaS as solution to general-purpose data rich programing

O: “You keep using that word. I do not think it means what you think it means.”

R: The delivery of a particular special purpose autoscaling backend service does not solve the problem of enabling general-
purpose cloud programming.

O: “Just wait for the next network announcement!”

R: … Data center networks will surely improve, yet continue to play a limiting role in a larger memory hierarchy

O: "The main point is simple economics: Serverless is inevitable.”

R: … this business motion will not accelerate the sea change in computing that the cloud offers. Specifically, it will not 
encourage—and may even deter—third-party and open-source development of new stateful services, which are the core of 
modern computing.



RESEARCH GOALS FOR THIS PAPER

Push core tech down to the playing fieldsPush

Rethink Infra design & programming models to spark innovationRethink

Vision for the Future: Cloud programmers should leverage compute & storage 
of the cloud in an auto-scaling cost effective mannerVision



HOW ?

Fluid Code and Data Placement

Long-Running, Addressable Virtual Agents

Disorderly programming

Flexible Programming, Common IR



HOW? (CONTINUED)

Heterogeneous Hardware Support: Follow user-
defined SLOs

Make specialized hardware cost effective

Allow devs target specific hardware features to 
foster/innovative hardware/software co-design

SLO Guarantees: No available APIs for 
SLOs. Pricing is based on RAM(#cores) & 
running time.

Enable upfront SLO pricing with penalties for mis-estimation

Requires smooth cost-surface in optimization

Security Concerns
Code between shared data storage

Security Mgt related to multitenancy, rogue code



LAST REMARKS

Serverless platforms pose interesting & surmountable challenges

FaaS platform are not open source yet but could be improved with 
features like container orchestration

Program analysis & scheduling open up new formal research avenues



CONCLUSION

The authors are optimistic, about research and its impact on the 
cloud's future

The subtitle of the paper is relatable to most of the great things that 
have happened (Ex: MAP REDUCE !!)



THANK YOU


